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ABSTRACT 
An E>pe ri ment to Dete ~m1 ne the Effect1veness of a 
Remedial Reading P rog~am with Students 
at Utah State University 
by 
Judith J. Ivarie , Master of Science 
Utah State University 
Major Professor: Sara Lyon James 
Department: Special Education 
v l 1 
The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of 
20 hours of remedial •eading instruct1on as compared with 20 hours of 
vocabulary inst 1uction on a select group ot university freshmen in 
the Remedial English Program . Three measures of effectiveness used 
were comprehension, rate, and effect1ve reading rate . The effective 
reading rate was determined by computing the arithmetic product of 
l evel of comp rehension and rate of reading . The results indicated that 
for this particular populat1on, using the materials and instructional 
techniques desc r ibed, neithe r group increased significantly in level 
of comp rehension . The reading group increased reading rate at the . 01 
leve l of significance . The effective reading rate of the reading group 
increased si gn i ficantly at the .05 level . 
(76 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The process of learning to read is a continuous one, beginning 
even before formal training with the development of visual and auditory 
perception. Also constant effort and self-discipline are required to 
develop good reading ability . McCull ough, Strang , and Traxler (1955) 
have supported this idea in the following statement: 
Learning to read is a lifelong process . From bi rth to 
old age, each peri od of life makes its contribution to the 
development of read i ng abilities, interests, and attitudes .. . 
Reading ability, as part of the individual's total development, 
increases with this growth in interests and general ability and 
with the challenge of increasingly complex and difficult reading 
tasks at each successi ve educational level . (McCullough, Strang, 
Traxler, 1955, pp . 82, 90) 
University students, as well as elementa ry school pupils, can 
benefi t from the continued effort to i ncrease their reading ability. 
Studies will be presented which reveal a positive relationship between 
grade point average and reading ability (Ande rs on and Dearborn, 1941; 
Kilby, 1945; McDonald, 1957) . 
~~tance of the St udy 
Gener~_i_rl!p_Q_~!_ance 
The ability to read effectively is an important skill for college 
students who must obtain much of the ir academic i nforma t i on f rom pri nted 
material . McDonald (1957, p. 177), studying students who completed the 
Cornell Reading Improvement Program, determined that in his st udy the 
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"experimental group sign ifican tl y exceeded the control group in first 
semester grade-point averages; in cumu lati ve grade-point average for 
two semes ters; and in cumulative grade-point avera ge for three semesters." 
Anderson and Dearbo rn (1941), in their study of 68 pair of Harvard 
College freshmen, ma tched in intelligence as measured by the Scho l ast ic 
Aptitude Test, re po r ted that even when intelligence is held constant, 
there is still a positive relationship between reading ability and 
co llege ach ievement. 
~cific importance 
Eac h year the English Department at Utah State University admits 
students with deficiencies in reading abilities, as measured by the 
American College Test (ACT) scores and the SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, 
Survey Section, into their Remedia l English Program. With exception of 
20 hours of vocabulary instruction, these students receive no special 
training in reading . Therefore, if 20 hours of reading instruction 
can effect a significant change in the student's level of comprehension, 
rate of reading, and effective reading rate, as compared to 20 hours of 
vocabulary instruction , it might be worthwhi le to include reading 
instruction for these students either within the framework of the 
Remedia l English Program or in another program at Utah State University . 
A pilot study was conducted by the writer during Spring Quarter, 
1971, at Utah State University. This study indicated that 20 hours of 
reading instruction does effect a positive change in the level of 
comp rehension, rate of reading, and in the effective reading rate of 
the students. 
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Statement of Problem 
The problem to be examined by this study is that of limited 
informat ion concerning the effectiveness of remedial English programs 
being conducted at the undergraduate level in universities . 
This lack of information rest r icts effective planning of instruc-
tion for students in need of remedial assistance at the col l iegate 
1 evel. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of 20 
hours of remedial reading instruction, group A, with 20 hours of 
vocabulary instruction, group B, on a select group on uni vers ity 
freshmen at Utah State University . The following questions were asked: 
1. Can 20 hours of remedial reading instruction during a 10-week 
period of time effect a significant change in the level of reading 
comprehension of the students in group A as compared with a similar 
group, group B, receiving 20 hours of vocabulary instruction during a 
10-week period of time as measured by the SRA Diagnostic Readi ng Test, 
Survey Section? 
2. Can 20 hours of remedial reading instruction during a 10-week 
period of time effect a significant change in the rate of reading of 
the students in group A as compared with 20 hours of vocabu l ary instru-
tion for students in group B during a 10-week period of time as measured 
by the SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey Section? 
3. Can 20 hours of remedial reading instruction during a 10-week 
period of time effect a significant change in the effective reading 
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rate of students in group A as compared wi t h 20 hours of vocabulary 
instruct ion for students in group B during a 10-week period of ti me as 
meas ured by the SRA Diagnosti c Reading Test, Survey Section? 
Deli mi t ations of Study 
The study was delimited to the three areas of reading previously 
named: level of reading comprehension, rate of reading, and effective 
reading rate. No attempt was made to determine the retention after 
t he peri od of instruction . 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined as they apply to this study. 
Level of comprehension. Level of comprehension is the percentage 
of comprehension questions answered correctly by the student at the end 
of a given time reading. If a student answered eigh t out of ten 
questions correctly, for example, hi s l evel of comprehens ion of that 
reading wo uld be 80 percent . 
Ra te of reading . Rate of reading is the number of words read by 
the studen t per minute. It was determined by dividing the number of 
words read by the number of minutes taken to read the selection. Fo r 
example, if a student read 900 words in 3 minutes, his rate of reading 
wo uld be 300 words-per-minute (wpm) . The timed intervals were for 5 
minutes. 
Effectiv e reading rate. Effective reading rate is the arithmetic 
product of level of comp rehensi on and rate of reading gi ven in wpm. 
5 
If a student's rate of reading for a given selection was 500 wpm and 
his level of comprehension as measured by questions based on the 
selection was 80 percent, then his effective reading rate would equal 
400 wpm. 
6 
CHAPTE R I I 
REV IEW OF RE LATED LITERATURE 
The pu rpose of tnis chapte r is to review the related literature 
basic to this study . The sect i ons included are: (a) literature 
related to college reading and achievement, (b) literature related to 
motivation, (c ) literature related to rate of reading, and (d) 
l iterature re lated to comprehension. 
Literature Related to Col lege 
Reading and Achievement 
Considerable attention has been given to the question,"Is there a 
relationship between reading ability and college achievement as 
measured by grade point average?" The following review of research 
attempts to answer this question. 
Anderson and Dearborn study 
An early study by Anderson and Dearborn (1941, p. 395) supports 
t he idea that there is a di rect relationship between reading ability 
and college achievement. The subjects, 68 pairs of Harvard College 
freshmen, were matched for intelligence, as measured by the Scholast ic 
Aptitude Test, but differed in scholarship, as measured by grades for 
the following courses : Histo ry l, Gove rnment l, Economics A, and 
Engl i sh 1. All subject s were given a battery of reading tests to 
determine if a di ffe rentiati on between the students with lower and higher 
grades on the basis of the scores that they received on the tests given 
could be established, indicating a relationship between reading ability 
and scholastic achievement independent of intelligence which was held 
constant. The authors found a significance difference at t he . 01 level 
of confidence between the means of academically higher students and the 
academically lower students of the Nelson-Denny raw score and Nelson-
Denny accuracy score. The authors concluded that there is a significant 
"positive relationship between reading ability and college achievement, 
even when only such differences as vary independently of intelligence 
are considered" (Anderson and Dearborn, 1941, p. ). 
Kilby study 
Comparing 110 college students who enrolled and completed the 
first half of a reading co urse with the total freshman class from which 
they were drawn, based on a standardized read ing test score, Kilby 
(1945, p. 515) attempted to answer the following questions: 
(l) What is the value of a remedial reading program to improve 
grades in general? (2) What is the value of a remedial reading 
program to improve grades in particular subjects or groups of 
related subjects? (3) Which students improved scho lasti cally 
as a result of the remedial instruction? (4) What kind of 
remedial reading program is valuable for improving grades? 
(Kilby, 1945, p. 515) 
The results of the study revealed that the freshmen who received 
remedial reading instruction earned signifi cant ly higher final grade 
averages than did untrained students of equal predicted grade status 
and slightly higher initial reading status . This study did not provide 
answers to questions 2 and 3. A remedial reading program which emphasized 
skimming for the main idea benefited students most in regard to grades. 
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Barbe ~!Jjy 
Ba rbe (1952) conducted a 
study to dete rmine : (l) the gains which can be made in remedial 
reading at the college, (2) the relative permanency of any such 
gains, and (3) the significance of any change which might occur 
in college grades following remedial reading work . (Barbe, 1952, 
p . 230) 
Fifty subjects, ranging from college freshmen to seniors were selected 
from a volunteer group who expressed a desire to improve their reading 
abil i ty . The 25 subjects in the experimental and the 25 subjects in 
t he cont rol group were tested for reading rate and comprehensi on using 
the Form Am of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests . After 12 weeks of 
individualized reading improvement work, both groups were retested using 
Form Bm of the Iowa Silent Reading Test. Both groups were tested 6 
months later using Form Om of the Iowa Silent Reading Test to determine 
if the results of the reading improvement work were still sig nificant 
at that time . The data revea led the following results: 
(l) significant gains were made in remed ial reading work at the 
college level which should emphasize the value of such a program, 
(2) the gains which were made were still significant six months 
after the end of the remedial work , indicating relative permancy, 
and, (3) the grade-point average of the experimental groups 
showed an improvement significant at the .05 level, indicating 
some positive value of remedial reading work in improving students' 
grades. (Barbe, 1952, p. 236) 
Mouly study 
In an attempt to determine the validity of the claim that the 
successful completion of a remedial college readi ng course will be 
reflected in better grades Mouly (1952, p. 466) , randomly selected 319 
students f rom 329 freshmen who scored so low on the reading section of 
the Cooperative English Test taken as a prerequisite for registratio n 
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that they were required to take reme di al reading. He equated by means 
of analysis of covariance the experimental group of 155 students who 
too k remedial reading for one semester with the control group of 164 
students who were excused from the program for experimental reasons or 
who, in various ways, avoided the course . Although only slight dif-
ferences were found between the adjusted average "honor-point " (his 
term) ration of the total experimental and total control groups, 
significance at the .01 level was found when that part of the experi-
mental group wh ich had successfully completed the remedial reading 
course was compared with the total non-remedial reading group. Mouly 
concluded "that a remedial reading program can result in an improvement 
in academic grades for those students who take the course serious 1 y" 
(Mouly, 1952, p. 466). 
Kingston and George study 
Kingston and George (1955), in their attempt to determine whether 
freshmen participating in a remedial reading program offered at Texas 
A & M would affect subsequent academic achievement as compared to non-
participating students, found that non-participating students in two 
of the three groups divided by majors had higher grade point averages 
than did participating students . They also noted no significant dif-
ference between non-participating and participating student from the 
th ird group. Of interest is the fact that the students were placed in 
the program based on American College Entrance (ACE) scores and that 
the ACE scores of participating students were significantly lower than 
those of the non-participating students. 
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Smith and Wood study 
Smith and Wood (1955), critical of the inadequate experimental 
design of previous studies which left factors such as motivation 
uncontrolled, designed a study to dete rmine changes in reading 
performance, over a brief and over an extended interval, attempting to 
determine changes in academic status of students who either volunteered 
or were referred for a corrective reading course at a state university . 
Three groups we re studied. The experimental group was composed of 74 
freshmen students who came voluntarily or by referral . The control 
group of 21 freshman were those who attempted to register but could not 
due to lack of facilities . These two groups were considered equal in 
motivation and had equal ACE scores. A third group, composed of a 
rep resentative sample of freshmen, was selected by choosing every 
fiftieth name from an alphabetized list of freshmen. No significant 
change occurred from the first to the second semester in the grade 
point averages of the Control and Representative freshmen groups; 
however, a significant increase at the . 01 level occurred in the 
Experimental group . To determine retention of change made by the 
Experimental group, retesting was completed 60 weeks after the 10-week 
training period . Of the 3Q students who were randomly selected from 
the ori ginal 74, only 27 were available. These students were retested 
in the following areas: vocabulary, level of comprehension, speed of 
comprehension, and rate . The changes in vocabulary were negligible 
while level of comprehension differed significantly at the . 05 level 
between the initial and follow-up testing . Speed of comprehension was 
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the most sensitive skil l to training, showing significance at the .01 
level . The rate of reading on the follow-up testing revealed an in-
crease over the initial rate signi fic an t at the . 01 leve l. 
King, Dellande,and Wa lter study 
Stat ing t hat "A person's ability to read effect i ve ly should have a 
direct re l ationship to his abi lity to ma intain an acceptable level of 
academic achievement," King, De llande, and Walter (1969, p. 215) found 
that studen ts matched by sex, grade in college, le vel of scholastic 
achievement, college of enrollment, and mo tivation, as measured by 
having each student pay a thirty dollar enrollment fee, did not all 
increase in grade point averages as a result of taking the reading 
improvement program. Specifica l ly, the mean grade point for students 
with initial reading rates of 250 wpm and above or 250 wpm or below 
was not significant . However, it was discovered that students with 
initial reading rates of 200 to 250 wpm obtained an increase in grade 
point average which was significant at the .05 level . 
McDonald study 
McDonald (1957) compared the academic performance for three 
semesters of students who completed the Cornell Reading Improvement 
Program with the performance of a control group, noting the scholastic 
attrition during these semester periods of both groups . The controlled 
variables were as follows: age, Cooperative Speed of Comprehension 
score, Coope ra tive Vocabulary sco re , Scholastic Achievement Test verbal 
score, and Scholastic Ach ievement Test mathematics score. The indepen-
dent variable was the participation in the Cornell Reading Impro vement 
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Program for one semester. The dependent variables were grade point 
average and dropout rate . The findings indicated that the experimental 
groups significantly exceeded the control group in first semester grade 
point averages, in cumulative grade point for two semesters, and in 
cumulative grade point for three semesters. Significantly fewer students 
of the experimental group dropped out of Cornell during the period of 
the study than was the case for the control group. This last conclu-
sion was also supported by another researcher who concluded that 
variables other than reading ability are affected by a college reading 
program (Bloomer, 1962) . 
Henderson and Masten study 
Henderson and Masten (1959) considered the relative and combined 
validities of achievement data from high school transcript together 
with college aptitude and scholastic ability tests for predicting first 
year semester averages for a freshman class at Hofstra College. The 
following scores were collected and analysized: ACE scores, Coopera-
tive Effectiveness of Expression Test scores, Cooperative Reading Test 
scores, high school grades, and first semester averages. A relation-
ship was found as r .712 between the Cooperative Reading Test and 
academic achievement . 
Vineyard and Bailey study 
Vineyard and Bailey's study (1960) attempted to identify the 
coefficients of correlation between measures of reading ability, 
listening skill, intelligence, and scholastic achievement, and between 
specific pairs of these . The scores of the Cooperative English Test--
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Rea ding, Listening Test of Sequential Test of Educational Progress, 
ACE , and grade poi nt average for one year were used as measures of 
readi ng abil ity, listening sk i ll, i ntelligence, and scholastic 
achievement , respecti vely . The results indicate that reading ability, 
l isten i ng skill, and intelligence are highly related to one another and 
each is substanti ally related to scholastic achievement; however, the 
author s were unable to find a significant relationship between reading 
and scholasti c achievement. 
Bloomer study 
In a more recent study Bloomer (1962) attempted to determine the 
following: (l) if a college reading program without a selective sample 
could produce an increment in academic achievements, (2) if there is 
a relation between gains in reading ability and academic achievement, 
and (3) in what ways a college reading program affects the participating 
students. Although Bloomer (1962) could find no differences between 
the groups in his study in achieved grade point average at the end of 
a semester, he did report significant gains of the experimental group 
over the control group in number of wpm and level of comprehension. He 
concluded that variables other than reading ability are affected by a 
college reading program and that these variables result in superior 
academi c achievement. 
Summary of literature related to 
college reading and achievement 
Of the ll studies reviewed eight were treatment studies and three 
we re correlation studies . In the treatment study category only two 
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studies found no significant correlation between reading ability and 
academic achievement. However, of the seven remaining studies reviewed, 
two found reading significantly related to achievement at the .01 
level, two others found significance at the .05 level, and another two 
studies reported significance without stating the level. 
One of the three correlation studies could find no significant 
correlation between reading ability and academic achievement; whereas, 
of the other two, one found a correlation between reading abi l ity and 
academic ach ievement at .712 and the other found reading significantly 
related to academic achievement at the .01 level. 
Literature Related to Motivation 
Motivation is the prime determinant of learning and 
originates in external conditions as well as within the 
individual. It is probable, moreover, that most human 
acts are the result of more than one motivation ... 
(Jenkinson, 1964, p. 56) 
The pilot study conducted with a similar population indicated 
that a lack of academic success had apparently diminished the motiva-
tional level of these students. In addition, many noted reading 
authorities, among them Witty (1969), Harris (1961), and Schubert and 
Torgerson (1970), stress motivation as a major concern and consideration 
in dealing with students with reading disabilities. The purpose of this 
section is to review selected research on motivation as it is related 
to reading and to look at articles concerning mot i vational principles 
and strategies . 
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Haring and Hauck study 
Haring and Hauck (1969) programed learning conditions indi vidual ly 
in a group of elementary-aged boys labeled as "dyslexic," providing 
sequential arrangement of reading materials and a systematic presenta-
tion of rein forcement. The reinforcement schedule was designed first 
to accelerate performance rate and secondly to maintain the high rate. 
The results revealed that when learning conditions were individually 
appropriate the students made more correct responses, worked longer, 
and progressed in instruction al reading levels from 1 l/2 to 4 years 
over 5 months of instruction. 
Staats et al. study 
Staats et al. (1964) conducted a study to determine the effects of 
schedules of reinforcement on the rate of verbal response to written 
material in children. Four multiple schedules were used in the study: 
multiple Continuous Reinforcement-Extinction, multiple Continuous 
Reinforcement-Variable Reinforcement, multiple Continuous Reinforcement-
Variable Extinction, and multiple Variable Reinforcement-Variable 
Interval. The results revealed that rates under CRF were lower than 
under VR, and somewhat higher than under VI, and much higher than under 
extinction; whereas, multiple VR-VE showed little rate difference. The 
significance of the study is the implication that 
the principles and techniques of operant conditioning 
apparently can be extended to the study of significant 
complex human behavior--specifically, to the acquisition 
of reading. (Staats et al., 1964, p. 146) 
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To discove~ some general princ iples ot motivation through 
reviewing writings of psycho logists and read ing authorities, Ha r t 
(1967 ) attempted in a seminar report to answer the fol lowing questions : 
l \'hat are the basic principles of motivation as determined 
by psychologists and reading authorities? 2. In what ways do 
these prin cip les have special s ignif icance for the remedial 
reading teacher? 3. What specific kinds of things may be done 
to stimulate and motivate children with r eading difficulties? 
(Hart, 1967, p 73 ) 
In response to the first question, Ha r t des cr ibed five basic principles 
of mot ivat ion: Haagard ' s motivatio na l the~, guidance, achievement 
mot i vation, goals, and the hedonic (5 -R-S) theory. In response to the 
second question, Hart indicated that knowledge of these principles, 
especially the hedonic theory , wou l d help the reading teacher establi sh 
"a re lationship of acceptance, confi dence , trust and genuine mutual 
respect" (Hart , 1967, p. 76) . 
Harris article 
-------
In his article "Moti vating the Poor Reader" Ha rr is (1953) described 
the "poor reader" as one 
. . . who not only reads poo rly by objective standards, but 
also feels that his readi ng is unsatisfactory and reacts 
emot ionally as though he is a failure in reading. (Harris, 
1953, p. 566) 
Ha rris continued by maintaining that remedial l earning is basically 
a problem of arousing and susta ining moti vation . He described a four-
point prog r am for arousing and moti vating the poor reader. Firs t, the 
tea cher must communicate the feelings of acceptance, approval and 
unde rsta nding to the student . Secondly , the student must begin in the 
r emedial work at a point at which success is ins ured. Third, methods 
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and materials should be used which will arouse and maintain the student's 
interest in rea ding . Finally, the student must be helped to feel that 
he is taking an active pa r t in his own personal reading problems . 
JenkinSQ}J __ E.~~ 
In a pape r entitled "The Roles of Motivation in Reading" presented 
to the Annual Conference on Reading held at the University of Chicago, 
Jenkinson (1964) examined five psycholog1cal motives of reading basic 
to the teaching of reading at any level: cognitive drive, socializa-
tion, need for achievement, interest incentive, and the individual 
nature of reading First the cognitive drive, essential for mental 
growth, was described as "the desire to know and then hopefully to 
unde rstand" (Jenkinson, 1964, p. 49) Jenkinson stated that the varia-
tion in strength of cognitive drive within individuals accounts for 
the need to differentiate reading instruction for students of varied 
le ve ls of intelligence . Secondly, socialization comes to play upon 
reading because reading is considered a developmental task in our 
culture; the failure of reading interferes with adequate adjustment, 
sabotaging both self-esteem and esteem of others. Thirdly, the dominant 
theme in our culture of success is measured in te rms of achievement . 
A feeling of success, following the achievement of a goal, usually 
disappears quickly, but quite often the level of aspiration is raised. 
Therefore, it is crucial that the student's long-term and short-term 
goals are attainable, facilitating success and raising aspirations . 
Fourthly, interest, a powerful motivational drive, is two-fold . Both 
the reading interests and the interest in readi ng need to be developed. 
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Finally, the individual nature of reading forces the reader to be an 
active, not passive, participant . The reade r chooses read ing ma terials 
that satisfy his indiv i dual needs. 
Zimmerman questionnaire 
Zimmerman (1956) conducted a survey of 287 students at Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute . Usi ng a questionnaire, the researcher asked the 
student to i ndicate the three items that moti vated them most and the 
th ree items they disliked most intense ly. The students were requested 
to state thei r class, maj or, and approximate class standing (top, 
middle, or lower third), but not their name . Only the items marked by 
more than 10 percent of the students surveyed were reported in the 
survey. The results we re as follows: 
Positive 
Practical value of the co urse in earning a living 36% 
Instructor's knowledge of subject 30% 
Well-de fi ned course objectives 25% 
Enthusiasm of the inst ructor 25% 
Inst ructo r' s sympathy and understanding of 
students and their problems 24% 
Knowledge of your prog ress 23% 
Grades 23% 
Emphasis on fundamentals rather than details 22 % 
Courteous treatment by instr uctor 14% 
Negative 
Instructor's use of sarcasm 
Inst ructor ' s use of fear 
Instructor's use of self-a pproval 
Personal cross-examination by instructor 
Grades 
(Zimmerman, 1956, p. 451) 
66% 
55% 
45% 
26% 
15% 
Of special sign ificance was the fact that no one item motivated 
al l of the students . Zimmerman concluded that students are motivated 
by many t hings; therefore , ins tr uctors should adopt as many pos itive 
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techniques as possible while avoiding use of such negative techniques 
as sarcasm, fear, self-approva l, and personal cross -examinatio n as t hey 
tend to hamper learning by producing a negative reaction in students . 
Beyer and Oetting st~ 
Beyer and Oetting (1970) conducted a study to dete rmine the effects 
of simple encouragement and reassurance on the students' performance 
in co llege remed ial English as meas ured by final grades. All 40 students, 
randomly selected for the control and experimental groups, were indivi-
dually inte rv iewed for 10 mi nutes du r ing t he first 3 weeks of the 
qua r ter concerning their attitudes toward English requirements . The 
students in the experimental groups received encouragement and reas -
surance from the interviewer concerni ng their achievement potential in 
remedial English . Students in the control gro ups were merely thanked 
for their participation. The results, significant at the .01 level, 
revealed the students in the control performed in a superior manner, 
as measured by final grade. Beyer and Oetting suggested that encourage-
ment and reassurance may have had the effect of reducing anxiety for 
some students to the point that poo rer performance resulted . 
Reed study 
Critical of studies which attempted to evaluate reading improve-
ment training given to college students without controlling the 
motivational l evel of the subjects, Reed (1956) matched 18 pairs taken 
from an entering cl ass of freshmen nu rsing students of the basis of ACE 
Q score and on their performance on the voca bulary and comprehension 
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sections of the Diagnostic Survey Test, Form A. He maintained that by 
randomly assigning each member of each of the 18 pairs into an experi-
mental or control group, the differential motivation associated with 
the use of vo luntee r subjects was precluded . Reed's hypothesis stated 
that 
... under conditions of controlled motivation, intensive 
training in reading and study skills would yield significant 
gains in rate , vocabulary, comprehension, and honor point 
average. (Reed, 1956, p. 259) 
After 17 hours of training, the only significance Reed could find was 
for the rate of reading which was significant beyond the . 01 level of 
confidence. In delayed testing at the end of seven months the reten-
tion of the rate of reading was noted in the experimental group. 
Summary of literature related 
to motivation 
The overriding consensus of the research and articles surveyed 
indicated that motivation is sustained by implementing remedial reading 
programs which are individually appropriate to each student. Zimmerman 
(1956) found that the complexity of motivation requires that instuctors 
have a variety of motivational techni ques at their command. As many as 
possible of these motivational techniques were implemented in the 20 
hours of remedial reading instruction on which this thesis was based. 
Literature Related to Rate of Reading 
A considerable amount of research and numerous articles have been 
written concerning the controversial subject of rate or speed of reading. 
The purpose of this section is to revi ew selected research and articles 
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in an attempt to determine if others ha ve been able to effect a 
positive change in the rate of reading and the consensus of the value 
of this increase to reading ability . 
Let~~~tudy 
Describing the controve r sy and confusion surrounding the mat ter of 
the interrelations of speed and comprehension, Letson (1958) conducted 
a study to measure readin g rates acco rding to (1) the difficulty of 
the materials being read, and (2) the pu rpose for wh i ch the material 
was being read . He obtained a coefficient of .82 as the relationship 
of speed of reading easy and difficult material. Further, he concluded 
that the relationship between speed and comprehension scores is high 
for easy material, but decreases as the difficulty of the material 
increases; and that a reader tends to maintain a reading rate 
independent of diffi culty of materia l or of purpose . 
Rankin study 
Rankin (1968) conducted a study to determine the effects upon 
reading improvement of emphasizing speed versus emphasizing comprehen-
sion skills among students with poor comprehension skills participating 
in a college reading imp rovement program . Contrary to the research 
Rankin had previously con du cted , this study resulted in the speed-
emphasis group pe rforming significantly better in rate of reading, with 
no di ffe rence between the speed-emphasis group and comprehension-emphasis 
group i n comprehension because of factors such as better concentration, 
greater awar eness of structure, and a more rapid ra te of association, 
have a posi ti ve effect upon ma ny poor readers among college students. 
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Glass~ 
Glass (1967) investigated seven va r iables and their relat i onship to 
the rate of reading . The seven variables were as follows: vocabulary, 
ac ademi c achievement, personality, compulsiveness, drive, rate of 
perception, speed of closure and flexibility of closure . The general 
plan of the investigation consisted of obtaining correlational data on 
a sample population and then testing, training, and retesting other 
subjects for a similar population . Thirty-four students, volunteers 
from the population of 208 undergraduate college students, submitted to 
a training program which included 12 sessions of approximately 30 
minutes each. A control group statistically similar to the experimental 
group was used to measure the meaningfulness of the change due to 
training. The results indicated that fou r of seven variables were 
significantly correlated with reading at the .01 level of confidence : 
rate of perception, vocabulary level, compulsiveness, and grade point 
average. Two variables were significant at the .05 level of confidence: 
speed of closure and flexibility of closure . Further treatment of the 
results was conducted to determine the relationship between the varia-
bles and reading rate when the effect of another variable was partialed 
out. Partialing out of any of the variables resulted in negligible 
changes in the correlations. Glass (1967) concluded that with the 
college population he studied certain variables were related to rate of 
reading; however , the correlations found suggest that none of the 
relationships was of such magnitude that when one scored high in any of 
the variables he would necessarily score high or low in rate of reading. 
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The implication then being that more than one factor is involved when 
one attempts to read faster. 
Tha lberg study 
Thalberg (1967 ) conducted a study to determine whether t he rela-
tionship between reading rate and retention is invariable over a period 
of time. He randomly assigned 176 college students to an immediate 
treatment group (IR), who were tested immediately after reading a 1500-
word passage, and into a delayed treatment group (DR) , who were tested 
24 hours after having read the 1500-word passage. The students were 
subdivided within the treatment groups into fast, average, and slow-
rate groups. The results indicated that under IR conditions slow 
readers retained s i gnificantly more than both average and fast readers. 
Under conditions of DR, retention differences between rate-groups 
disappeared. Thalberg (1967) concluded that while more efficient 
readers remembered fewer of the details in a message immed i ately 
following the reading than did their slower counterparts, they did, in 
the long run, have as much funct ional information ava il able to them-
selves from their reading as either the slow- or average - rate groups 
since retention of details was extinguished equally for al l groups 
within 24 hours . 
Rauch and Weinstein article 
In the face of the emphasis on "speed reading" courses available 
to co llege students and adults, Rauch and Weinstein (1968) attempted to 
answer the question, "How fast should I read?" They recommended four 
speeds that are adequate for most college assignments: skimming, rapid 
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reading, intensive reading, and recreational reading. The authors de-
fined "skimming" as the most rapid of all rates of reading in which the 
reader reads faste r than 800 to 900 wpm while he skips with judgement 
extraneous materials. "Rapid reading" was described as the fastest rate 
at which virtually every word in the selection is read . "Intensive 
reading" was explained as the rate used by a lawyer reading a contract or 
a girl reading a love letter. In other words, it is the rate used for 
material that requires slow, careful reading and perhaps even re-reading . 
The final rate "recreational reading," could possibly include the rates 
previously described. The reader might skim long descriptive passages, 
read rapidly the intense, action-packed passages, while reading inten-
sively key informational paragraphs that give vital information concerning 
the plot. However, the main objective of recreational reading is that 
of personal pleasure. 
Next, Rauch and Weinstein (1968) state ten techniques to assist in 
increasing reading speed: (l) be certain that increased speed is worth-
while for your reading needs. (2) Read a great deal of interesting 
material in which the interest-pull is so great that you can break the 
word-by-word habit. (3) Practice reading from 30 to 60 minutes daily, 
listing main ideas or facts gained from each reading. (4) Build up a 
background of information. (5) Make a systematic effort to improve your 
vocabulary . (6) Use mechanical aids when available as motivational 
techniques while remembering to use adequate comprehension checks to 
assure that rate is really being improved. (7) Keep a record of your 
daily progress with 70 percent accuracy as a criterion for comprehension 
skills . (8) Keep your purpose for reading clear ly formulated while being 
realistic but persistent. (9) Include many skimming exercises in your 
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prog ram When s kimming , survey th e artic l e by readi ng the introd uct ory 
and summary paragraphs . Next, read the fi r st sen t ence of each parag raph, 
t hen look for signa l words or ma i n ideas. (10) Re ad often whi l e keeping 
the above mentioned sug gestions in mi nd as you pract i ce. 
HanSQ_Q. surv~_2t u dy 
In a his t or i cal survey of fac t ors rel ated to readi ng rates, Hanson 
(1968) listed 10 basic f act ors whic h have been isol ated i n studies as far 
ba ck as 1804 wh ich i nf luence th e ra t e at wh ich an individual reads : 
visual perception , practice in rea di ng, powe r of concentration, mental 
al er tness, compl ex reaction-times , scholarly abil ity, amount of vocaliz-
ation, habits of eye-movement, react i on time, and the desire to read 
rapidly . Next, Hanson found that the early investigations which found 
reading speed related to the natu re of the material read and the reader's 
purpose were supported by later research . In co nclusion, Hanson stated 
that hi s su rv ey serves " to i llustrate the complexity of the reading 
act and shows that rates of reading are influenced by many different 
factors, some of which have probably not yet been accounted for. (Ha nson, 
1968, p. 660) 
McLauglin study 
An informal explorato ry in vestigation conducted by Mcla ughlin 
attempted to dev is e a theory which would account for the phenomenon of 
speed reading wh ich he defined as " . . . gaining meaning from the printed 
page while inspecting mo re t ha n 12000 wpm. " (Mclaughlin, 1969, p. 449). 
Mclaughlin dr ew th ree con cl usions f rom his investigation: (1) Speed 
reading has l imi ted usefulness i n that it is more usefu l for deciding 
which parts of a wri t i ng may be i gno red and whi ch shou l d be gleaned 
furthe r ; (2) behavi or i n speed readi ng is s imilar i n most respects to 
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that of a normal reader in regard to duration of fixations and subvocali-
zations; and (3) the essential objective difference between speed readers 
and other readers is in eye movement patterns. Whereas, a normal reader 
reads along a printed line, a speed reader follows a straight or "zig-zag" 
path, often moving f r om r ight to left and sometimes even going up the page. 
Mclaughlin concluded that a theory which he termed "the theory of paral-
lel processing" could explain the phenomenon of speed reading. He illus-
trated this theory by drawing an analogy of the reader's mind to electric 
circuits within a single computer which can perform different tasks 
simultaneously. 
!'!l.!.!Lstudy 
Witty (1969) conducted a comprehensive review of research and theory 
concerning the current assumption about t he value of speed reading and 
the relationship between rate and comprehension. From an historical view, 
Witty presented conc lusions from reviews of studies by reading special-
ists, indicating briefly some of the results of investigations extending 
from the period of the ninteen-twenties to the present time. In the 
early studies it was clearly shown that the reading rates of individuals 
could be greatly increased in periods of a few weeks to a single semester. 
Concerning the trend which came next, the use of machines and devices for 
foste ring improvement in reading rate, Witty concluded from the research 
that equally satisfactory results could be obtained in programs which 
did not emp loy pacing devices as in those which did. Concerning the 
maximum rates of readi ng, Witty found the preponderance of evidence 
supporting the fact that silent reading rates above 800 to 900 wpm were 
largely manifestations of various kinds of skimming. 
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Thompson and Whitehall study 
Thompson and Whitehall (1970) conducted a study based on t he 
hypo thesis that there is a positive relati onshi p between reading 
flexibility and speed gain . A versati lity test was administered to 
34 st uden ts randomly selected from students enrolled in a college 
reading program . Based on th e versa tility test the students were 
grouped into one of three groups: low flexibility, medium flexibility, 
and high f lexib ility . The results of t he study support the hypothesis 
that the more flexible readers did achieve higher speed gains than the 
less flexible readers. Using the analysis of co-variance, the 
researchers found the results significant at the .10 level between the 
high flexibility and the other two groups, low flexibility and medium 
flexibility. A significance of . 05 level was determined between the 
medium flexibility and high flexibility groups. The implications of 
this study indicate that f lexibility must be considered as an important 
aspect in the teaching of reading . 
Summary of literature related to 
rate of reading 
Studying the relationship between reading flexibility and speed 
gain, Thompson and Whitehall (1970) concluded that flexibility must be 
considered as an important aspect in reading instruction . However, 
Letson (1958) found a coefficient of . 82 between the speed of reading 
easy and dif fic ult materials, and concluded that a reader tends to 
mainta in a reading rate independent of difficulty of materials or 
purpose. 
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Hanson (1968) surveyed the variables related to the rate of 
read ing and isolated ten factors, found in studies as far back as 1804, 
which influenced the rate at which indi vi duals read. Taking Hanson's 
work a step farther, Glass (1967) conducted a similar study, determining 
seven variables, six of which were found significant in his research to 
the rate of reading. 
In two independent studies , Rankin (1968) and Tha lberg (1967) con -
cluded that remedia l col l ege reading programs had the effect of 
assisting the students to adequate comprehension skil ls due to better 
concentration and retention skills equal to that of similar students 
without emphasis on speed . 
The current emphasis on speed reading resulted in the three studies 
which attempted to investigate the "speed emphasis" approach. First, 
l~claughlin (1969) devised a theory of speed reading which he felt 
accounted for the speed reading phenomenon and which supported the 
effort of students to engage in speed reading activities. Witty 
maintained that rates above 800 to 900 wpm were not really reading 
but rather various forms of skimming . Rauch and Weinstein (1968) 
defined the various reading rates used by adults and college students, 
supporting Witty's findings that "speed reading" was actually a form of 
skimming, but including it as one of the four speeds necessary for 
effective reading. 
Literature Related to Comprehension 
Considerable research and thought has been given to the problem 
of dete rmining what the bas ic factors of comprehension are and how they 
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can be increased. Since an exhausti ve survey of literature concerning 
comprehension can be found elsewhere (Davis , 1968) , the purpose of this 
section is to review selected research concerning reading comprehension. 
Davis study 
Davis (1944) conducted a survey of the literature to determine the 
ski ll s included in reading comprehension according to noted authorities 
in the area of reading. He found that the skills determined by these 
author it ies fell into nine groups or clusters ; 
1. Knowledge of word meanings 
2. Ability to select the appropriate meaning for a word or 
phrase in the light of its particu l ar contextual setting. 
3. Ability to follow the organization of a passage and to 
identify antecedents and references in it. 
4. Ability to select the main though of a passage. 
5. Ability to answer questions that are specifically answered 
in a passage. 
6. Ability to answer questions that are answered in a passage 
but not in the words in which the question is asked . 
7. Ability to draw inferences from a passage about its contents. 
8. Ability to recognize the l iterary devices used in a passage 
and to determine its tone and mood. 
9. Ability to determine a writer's purpose, intent, and point of 
view, i.e., to draw inferences about a writer . (Davis, 1944 
p. 186) 
After identifying these nine cl usters, Davis constructed mu l tiple-
choice test items to measure each of the nine ski l ls considered basic 
to comprehension. To obtain an intercorrelation of the scores in the 
nine skills, 240 multiple -choice items were administered to 421 fresh-
men in several teachers colleges . A range from .16 to . 76 was found in 
the intercorrelations of the nine skills. Reliability coefficients of 
the scores ranged from .18 to .90. Skills numbered l, 6, and 9 obtained 
the hi ghest reliability coefficients of . 90, .77 , and . 71, respective ly. 
The six of the nine clusters which were found to be statistical ly 
significant were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. 
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The significance of this study is its suggestion that comprehen-
sion in reading can be objectively stated in terms of factors and that 
these factors can be reliably measured. The author concluded that his 
study also indicated the need for workbooks to be used as tools in 
developing good reading comprehension skills. 
Hunt study 
In an attempt to re -examine the six factors of reading comprehen -
sion found significant by Davis (lg44), Hunt (1957), using a statisti-
cal technique of differential item analysis, sought to determine if, in 
fact, each item is a unique measure of its designated skill. To 
accomp l ish this, consultants classified items according to the parti-
cular skill each item was assigned to measure and not a measure of 
another comprehens ion skill. Hunt concluded that only the vocabulary 
items (cluster 1) were measuring a ski ll in comprehension (knowledge of 
word meanings) that was significantly different from the other skills 
listed . 
Davis study 
i~ore recently Davis (1968), after a comprehensive survey of 
li terature dating back to 1917, conducted a study to " ... obtain 
estimates of the percentage of non-chance unique variance in the re l ia-
ble variance of each of the most important measurable ski ll s of 
comprehension among mature readers." (Davis, 1968, p. 510) The 
population consisted of 494 twelfth -grade pupils. The eight comprehension 
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skills measured were as follows: remembering word meanings ; i nferring 
word meanings from context; understanding content stated explicitly; 
weaving ideas in the content; making inferences about the content; 
recognizi ng the author's tone, mood, and purpose; identifying the author's 
literary techniques; and following the structure of the content. Using 
400 twelfth-grade pupile, an experimental tryout was conducted in which 
two parallel forms, A and 8, each containing 40 items, 1vere administered 
to all students on successive mornings. The estimate of the reliability 
of each test was .96 for each form. Twenty-four test items were then 
selected fro m the 40 initial items. They were selected on the basis of 
hav ing a higher average correlation with the total scores on that skill 
t han with the total scores on the other seven skills. 
The new forms, C and 0, were administered to 484 twelfth-graders, 
leaving 1 or 2 days intervening. Dav is (1968) reported an across-day 
reliability coefficient for the total scores on forms C and D of .93. 
A within-day reliability was found to be .96. Davis stated that a 
furt her indication of the close equivalence of total scores on forms C 
and D is indicated by differences of only .3 between their means. 
The author (Davis, 1968) concluded that comprehension among mature 
readers is not a unitary mental skill or operation. Also, he stated 
that " ... substantial parts of the menta l abilities used in the eight 
skills judged to be of importance in comprehension are independent of 
one another." (Davis , 1968, p. 542) The implications of these findings 
suggest that systematic learning exercises of appropriate level of 
difficulty for each individual should be prov ided with emphasis on 
vocabulary development, making inferences, finding structure in passages 
and recognizing author's attitude, tone, mood , and purpose. 
This study has shown that part of the variance of these 
skills is un i que; therefore, teaching one of them cannot 
be cou nted on to cause improvement in others. (Davis, 
1968 , p. 543) 
Rankin study 
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In a study previously cited in this paper, Rank in (1963), attempting 
to determine the effects upon reading improvement of emphasizing speed 
versus emphasizing comprehension ski}ls among students with poor compre-
hension skills, could find no difference between the speed-emphasis 
group and t he comprehension-emphas is group in comprehension skills. 
Significant to the present study is the fact that alt hough no increase 
was made in comprehension skills by either the speed-emphas i s or 
comprehension-emphasis groups, there was no loss in comprehension skills 
by the increased emphasis on speed. 
Braam and Berger study 
Braam and Berger (1968) conducted a study to 
... determ ine : (1) the effectiveness of fo ur methods on 
increasing rate, comprehension, and flexibility; (2) retention 
of gains after a period of time (eight weeks) following comple-
tion of instruction; (3) differences in ga ins in rate, compre -
hension, and flexibility; (4) retention of these differences; 
(5) effect of increase on reading rate on the reading textbook-
like mater i als; (6) whether in creases in reading rate through a 
specific method result in an increased rate of reading both 
short and long passages. (Braam and Berger, 1968, p. 347) 
The tachistoscope, controlled reader, controlled pacing, and paperback 
scanning were the four methods under consideration. The popul ation of 
the study involved 179 college freshmen registered for a one-semester 
two-credit hour reading-study skills course. This group was divided 
into four groups each using one of the four methods stated above. 
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The authors (Braam and Berger, 1968) reported the following 
findings: (l) Al l of the methods of instruction resulted in sign ifi cant 
gains in rate of reading. (2) Changes in comprehension level were 
not significant with any method. (3) All methods except the tachisto-
scope produced significant gains in flexi bi lity. (4) A significance 
at the .01 level favored the paperback scanning method when comparing 
gains i n reading rate resulting from the four methods of instructi on. 
(5) The paperback scanning method was significantly super ior to the 
other three methods in increasing reading rate on both long and sho rt 
passages. 
After an 8-week de l ay fo l lowing the instructional period, the 
results were: (l ) The rate of reading was reta ined by al l the experi-
mental groups with no significant difference between groups. (2) Gains 
in reading flexibility found in all four groups were maintained. 
The implications of the study suggest that it is possib l e to 
obtain significant gains in the rate of reading without significant 
negative changes i n the level of comprehension. The authors suggest 
that the current interest i n "speed" read ing might prove a psycho-
logica l asset worth emphas i zing in a reading improvement program. Tney 
also recommend that the emphasis on expensive machines for build ing 
rate of reading and level of comprehension should be reconsidered in 
the light of this study. 
Summary of literature related 
to comprehens ion 
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Oavis (1944) appears to have completed the most comprehensive 
researcn into the factors involved in reading comprehension skills. 
He found what he considered to be six highly reliable skil ls which he 
called factors of comprehension . Hunt (1957) concluded from his 
researcn that only one of Javis' (1944) factors of reading comprehen-
sion could be considered significantly different from the other five 
factors. Dav is (1969) then, did further, more extensive rese arch into 
eight of his originally-determined nine factors of reading comprehen-
sion. Davis (1969) tested the eight factors with two similar evaluation 
instruments and found a high reliability coefficient . 
Rankin (1963) reported that the increase of reading rates among 
students with poor comprehension did not reduce comprehension further. 
Braam and Berger (1968) compared four methods of instruction to 
increase reading rate, comprehension and flexibility. The methods 
studied included the tachistoscope, controlled reader, controlled 
pacing, and paperback scanning . All methods failed to change the level 
of comprehension significantly. Each of the methods effected signifi-
cant changes in the rate of reading and in reading flexibility. These 
changes were retained in delayed testing. 
Summary of Review of Related Literature 
Although there was some evidence to the contrary, the preponder-
ence of research favored an assumption basic to this present study, 
tha t is, there is a significant correlation between reading ability and 
academic achievement at the collegiate level . 
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Research was presented which indicated that the motivational level 
of readers, responding to operant conditi oning techniques, can be 
increased . Some articles by reading authorities suggested instructional 
techni ques which affect the mot i vational level of readers . For example, 
Harris (1953) suggested a four-point program for arousing and motivating 
the poor reader. He stated that, first, the teacher must communicate 
the feelings of acceptance, approval and understanding to the student . 
Second, the student must begin in the remedial work at a point in which 
success is insured. Third, methods and materials should be used which 
will arouse and ma intain the student ' s interest in reading. Finally, 
the student must be helped to feel that he is taking an active part in 
his own personal reading problems . 
The area of rate of reading provoked the most controversy of the 
research areas reviewed. The value of increasing rate of reading was 
questioned . In fact, the ability to increase the rate of reading to 
speeds above 800 to 900 was seriously questioned. The research 
indicated that rates in this range and above constituted a type of 
skimming activity as opposed to reading when read ing was defined as the 
fastest rate at which virtually every word in a se l ection is read. 
Most significant to the present study were the studies by Rankin (1968), 
Glass (1967), and Mclaughlin (1969) wh ich concurred that the rate of 
reading can be increased . Rankin's research pointed out that this 
increase need not be at the expense of comprehension . 
The review of literature dea lin g with comprehension skills pro-
duced factors which can be validly considered as aspects of the skill 
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of comprehension . The isolation of these factors and the resulting 
instructional and evaluative materials that were developed provided 
practical aids to the teaching of comprehension skills . Of great 
significance to the present study was Davis' (1968) work which gave 
evidence that reading comprehension can be measured in a reliable 
manner. 
CHAPTER II I 
PROCEDURE 
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with an 
explanation of the procedures used in the study. The sections included 
are: (a) selection of the population, (b) instructional design of the 
reading program, (c) instructional design of the vocabu la ry program, 
(d) description of materials, and (e) explanation of data analysis. 
Selection of the Population 
The population consisted of 81 students from the Remedial English 
Program at Utah State University. These students qualified for the 
Remedial English Program by scoring below the standard 21 percentile 
on the ACT. Further selection was based on scores made by the students 
on the SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey Section, Form A, namely, 
those in the lowest tenth percentile. 
Group A consisted of 40 of those students who enrolled in the 
remedial reading course on a voluntary basis . Group B consisted of 
41 students who were arbitrarily assigned to the vocabulary course in 
the regular Remedial English Program. English was the primary language 
of all of the students. 
Instructional Design 
of the Reading Program 
The first and last week of the 10-week course were spent in pre-
and post-testing . The 16 instructional periods of 50 minutes each were 
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divided as follows: 
30 minutes (60%): Class Ac ti vities: Five minutes were spent on 
visua l perception activities, 25 minutes were 
spent on t imed reading activities. 
l. Visual perception training consisted of 
word recognition and word mean ing exercises 
used as a read ing warm -up activity . 
2. Timed readin g, comprehension questions at 
college freshman level, and discussion was 
included in the timed reading activities . 
20 min utes (40%): Laboratory Act iv i ties: The following self-
directed act i vities were emphasized equally . 
l . Syllabication pre-test with practice sheets 
and a post-test. 
2. Word analysis pre-test with practice sheets 
and a post-test. 
3. Vocabulary pre-tests with practice sheets 
and a post-test. 
4. A worktest with readings and vocabulary 
activities. 
To help in the evaluation of his progress for purposes of remedia-
tion, the student recorded his pre-test scores, practice activity scores, 
and post-test results on charts provided for individualized records. 
In addition to evaluat ion, the charting performed a crucial role 
in maintaining motivat ion of the student. An occasional "bad" day was 
kept in pro per perspective by the charting of the overall trend of 
growth . 
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Harris' (1953) four - point program for arousing and motivating the 
poor reader was used in the remedia l reading program . First, the 
teacher must communica te the feel i ng of acceptance, approval and 
unders t andi ng to the student. Second, the student must begin in the 
remedial work at a point in which success is insured . Third, methods 
and material s sho uld be used which wi ll arouse and maintain the student's 
interest in reading . Finally, t he student must be helped to feel that 
he is taking an active part in his own personal reading problem . 
Instructional Design of 
the Vocabulary Program 
One day at the beginning and another day at the end of the quarter 
were spent in pre-and post-testing . The 18 instructional periods of 
50 minutes each were divided as follows: 
30 to 35 minutes (60-70%): General discussion of readings from 
textbook . This included discussion of 
main ideas, vocabulary, and extensions 
of ideas from the text. 
15 to 20 minutes (30-40%): Drill on vocabulary words taken from 
assigned readings . This included using 
the words correctly in writing situa-
tions with the correct spelling. 
The student turned in the assignments completed and received either 
a "P" for passing or an "F" for failure . This grading system was the 
only co nsistent feedback and evaluation technique used by the instruc-
tors . 
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Description of Materials 
The pre-test used for both group A and group B was the SRA 
Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey Section, Form A, grades 7 through 13 . 
Thi s is a standardized reading test, giving five scores: (l) Rate of 
Reading, (2) Story Comprehension, (3) Vocabulary, (4) Comprehension, 
and (5) Total Comprehension . This inst rument was used by Reed (1956) 
in a similar study with freshmen students. In addition to this pre-
test that both groups took, the reading group, group A, was given the 
California Phonics Survey, Form A; and the Gray Oral Reading Test, 
Form A. 
The following instructional ma terials were used in the classwork 
of the reading group, group A. The visual perception exercises were 
taken from Deve&oping Reading Efficiency by Miller (1965). The timed 
readings and comprehension questions were from Guide to Effective 
Reading by Brown (1966) . 
The syllabication pre-tests, practice sheets, the word analysis 
pre-tests and practice sheets were taken from Trouble -Shooter: A 
Program in Basic English Skills by Benner (1969). These materials, 
designed for secondary students and adults in need of remediation, were 
self-administered . They contained sections on syllabication and 
another on word analysis. The syllabication section included seven 
syllabication generalizations . The word analysis section included work 
with prefixes, roots, and suffixes. 
The vocabulary pre-tests were taken from the graded word list of 
the World Book Dictionary (1970) . 
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The worktext used in class and laboratory activities was 
Suaaessfu Z Reading : Key t-:; Our Dynamia Soaiety by Maxwell ( 1968) . 
Some features of this worktext were as fol lows: vocabulary development, 
outl ining for comprehension; and college - level, timed readings with 
comprehension questions. The student was expected to do fi ve readings 
from th i s worktext weekly outside of class. 
The readings used in the remedial reading program contained various 
forms but stressed info rma tion reading materia ls, based on the needs of 
the students to survive in such col lege classes as history, psychology, 
and biology . 
In addition to a co llegiate di ctionary, the vocabulary group, 
group 8, used Rhetoria in a Modern Mode by Bell and Cohn (1968). This 
book of critical literary readings, designed for remedia l English, 
provided models for effective commun ications, including reading skills, 
vocabula ry skills and writing skills . 
The post-test was the SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey Section, 
Form 8, grades 7 through 13 . In add it ion to this post-test that was 
administered to both groups, the remedi al reading group, group A, was 
given the California Phoni cs Survey and the Gray Oral Reading Test, 
Form 8. 
Explanation of Da ta Analysis 
The information provided below includes a description of the 
statistical procedures used to analyze the data collected . An analysis 
of covariance was applied to the data collected from the SRA Diagnostic 
Reading Test, Survey Section, both Form A and Form 8 with a reliability 
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of . 973 between forms. A t-test was used to compare the pre - and 
post-test results of the California Phonics Tests taken by the remedial 
reading group, group A. The pre- and post-test results of the Gray 
Oral Reading Tests taken by the remedial reading group , group A, were 
averaged and compared . 
Garrett and Woodworth (1964) report that the analysis of covariance, 
an extension of the analysis of variance, allows for t he correlation 
between initial and final scores . By using the analysis of covariance, 
the researcher i s ab le to effect adjustments in the final scores which 
wi l l allow for the di fferenc es in an ini t ial varia ble . In the present 
study the inequality of the scores of the groups, experimental and 
control,was adjusted by the use of the analysis of covariance. 
Runyon and Habe r (1968 ) describe the use of the t-test as an 
effective statistic using the before-after design. In such situations, 
as i n this thesi s, a readin g on the same subject was taken both before 
and after the int roduction of the experimental variable, the presump-
tion being that the i ndiv i dua l will remain relatively consistent with 
himself. This , then, provides a basis fo r the analysis of the data. 
Summary of Procedures Used 
The pu rpose of this chapte r was to prov ide the reader with an 
overview of how the instructi on time in the control and expe r imental 
programs was used . The instruments f rom which the data for analysis 
wer e coll ected and identi fied . The materials used in the study were 
also identified. The statistical procedures were explained and a 
rationale gi ven for their selection . 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
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The data of the study are presented i n this chapter in the following 
four areas: (a) America n College Test (ACT) , (b) SRA Diagnostic Reading 
Test, (c) Ca lifornia Phon ics Surv ey, and (d) The Gray Oral Reading Test . 
A summary of the findings fol lows the four sections . 
American College Test 
At the time this study took place, all entering freshmen at Utah 
State Un iversi ty were required to complete the ACT. The ACT percentile 
score fun ctioned as the covariate in this study . This use of a covari-
ate wa s necessitated by a selection procedure which yielded similar but 
unequa l groups . Through covar i ance analysis the adjustment of final 
scores or post-test was effected wh i ch allowed for initial differences . 
Those scori ng at the 21st per centile or be l ow were req ui red to enroll in 
the Remedial Eng l ish Program . A correlation of the ACT scores and the 
level of comprehension, rate of reading, and effective reading rate 
were . 388, . 383, and .481, respectively. 
The results of the ACT were t r eated with the F-statistic (Runyon 
and Haber , 1967) to determine i f, in fact, the two groups, control and 
exper imenta l, are similar in respect to this one measure . Table shows 
that the means from the groups studied vari ed less than one-half per-
centile ( .487) . The F sco re of . 161 is not significant at the .05 level 
of pro bab i l i ty . 
Ta bl e 1. American College Test mean pe rcentile scores 
Treatment 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
Unadjusted 
Means 
5.025 
5. 512 
aF . 05 for df 1 , 79 is 3. 96. 
* 
Standard 
Error 
.863 
.852 
not s i gnificant at the . 05 probab i lity level 
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F Scorea 
. 161* 
Table 2 provides a visual picture of the distribution of the students 
from each gro up within the percent il e range on the ACT. 
Tab le 2. Distri but i on of ACT percentile scores for experimental and 
contro 1 groups 
Pe rcentile Range Number of Students Ex~erimental Control 
1 - 5 27 23 
6 - 10 4 12 
11 - 15 6 3 
16 - 20 3 _3_ 
Total 40 41 
The ACT means, F sco re and dist r ibut ion all indicate that the two 
groups, experi menta l and control, ar e very simila r in respect to this 
one measure. However, the sl i ght difference that does exist due to the 
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unequal means and the selection procedure was adjusted for by the use of 
this ACT score as a covariate in Tables 2 th rough 6. Each wi ll be 
found in their r espective sections . Each of the variabl es examined 
were first compared and stated in terms of unadjusted means. In 
conclusion, the variance was analyzed; then, each variable was stated 
as an adjusted mean. 
SRA Diagnostic Reading Test 
Total percentile score 
The SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, Forms A and B, were administered 
to each group, experimental and control, at the beginning and end of 
the instructional period. The results of the statistical analysis of 
the pre-test and post-test scores has been stated in Table 3. Even 
before the element of the covariate was considered, the differences 
between the means of the experimenta l and control group was significant 
in favor of the control group at . 05 probability level. The same 
probability level significance was noted on the post-test scores of 
both groups only this time the significance was in favor of the experi -
mental group . At this point, the effect of the covariate became 
evident, adjusting the means and maintaining the significance in favor 
of the experimental group with an F sco re of 4. 046 . 
Comprehension score 
The analysis of variance was used to analyze differences between 
the comprehension scores of the exper imental and control groups. The 
results of this analysis are presented in Table 4. The differences 
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Table 3. Pre-test and post-test percentile scores on the SRA Diagnostic 
Reading Test, total score 
Treatment Group Unadjusted Means Adjusted Means Pre-test Post-test 
Exper imental 2.575 6.900 7.930 
Control 3. 951 5. 609 4. 604 
F Scorea * * * 5.299 4.935 4.046 
aF .05 for df 1, 79 is 3.96. 
* significant at the . 05 probability level 
Table 4. Pre-test and post-test scores on the comprehension section of 
SRA Di agnostic Reading Test, stated in percent 
Treatment Group Unadjusted Means Adjusted Means Pre - test Post-test 
Experimental 51.6 65 . 2 65.2 
Control 50 . 7 63.9 63 .9 
* * * F Score .005 .177 .180 
* not significant at the .05 level of probability 
between the mean comprehension scores of the two groups is not signifi-
cant. Even after the covariate has been taken into consideration, no 
significant differences can be found. 
In this particular variable, the statistical analysis indicated 
there was greater difference wi thin groups than existed between groups. 
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Rate of reading sco re 
The analysis of variance was used to analyze the differences 
between the pre-test and post-test scores of the experimental and 
con t rol groups. A significance at the .05 level was noted between the 
pre-test means of the two groups. The post-test significance was even 
greater (.01). The analysis of covariance found a significance of .01 
probability level . The reader must be cautioned at this point. One 
of the fundamental assumptions underlying the use of this particular 
statistic is that of homogenity of variance. For some reason unknown 
to the writer, the statistical analysis revealed a lack of homogeneity 
within this particular variable. In this situation, the best and most 
va lid comparison is the unadjusted post-test mean comparison . As 
stated above, this comparison also yielded a significance at the . 01 
1 eve 1 of probability but with an F score of 7. 59 rather than 12. 21. As 
is noted in the following table (Table 5) an F score of at least 6.96 
is needed for the .01 probability level . Therefore, even when the l ack 
of homogeneity is compensated for, there is still a significant dif-
ference in the reading rate mea ns of the experimental group as opposed 
to the control group . 
Table 5. Pre-test and post-test scores on the rate section of the SRA 
Diagnostic Reading Test, stated in wpm 
Treatment Group 
Ex peri menta 1 
Contro l 
F Scorea 
Unadjusted Means 
Pre-test Post-test 
219 323 
248 271 
* ** 4.44 7. 59 
aF . 05 df 1 , 79 is 3. 96; F . 01 df 1 , 79 is 6. 96 . 
* ** 
Adjusted Means 
329 
264 
** 12.21 
sinnifiren t at the . 05 level of probability; significant at the . 01 
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Effect ive rea di ng rate score 
The effect ive readi ng r ate score fo r each student was determined 
by obtai ni ng the arithmetic product of the two previous variables 
r eport ed, comprehens ion and rate of reading . An analysis of variance 
was used t o analyze differences between the pre-test and post-test 
means of the expe r imental and control groups. The results of this 
an al ysi s are shown in Table 6. It can be seen that there is no signif-
i cant diffe ren ce at the .05 level between the pre-test means of the two 
groups . The post-test means yield a significant difference at the .05 
level of probability . As in the previous variable, the lack of homo-
geneity dictates that the adjusted mean be disregarded and that the 
conservative significance be given preference as valid measure in this 
variable . Therefore, the experimental group post-test mean sti 11 stands 
at a significant difference from the post-test mean of the control 
group . 
Table 6. Pre-test and post-test scores of effective reading rate based 
on data from the SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, stated in 1~pm 
Treatment Group OnaaJusiea ~eans Adjusted Means Pre-test Post-test 
Experimental 111 203 207 
Control 125 174 171 
* ** *** F Score 1.85 4.40 7. 21 
* no significant difference at . 05 level of probability 
** 
signifi cant difference at .05 level of probability 
*** significant difference at .01 level of probability 
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California Phonics Survey 
In addition to the ACT and the SRA Diagnostic Reading Test, two 
othe r instruments were administered to the experimental group for 
diagnost i c and within-group comparison purposes. One of these instru-
ments was the California Phonics Survey . The mean scores of the pre-
and post-test was treated with the T statistic. The results of this 
analysis are summarized in Table 7. The 6.75 mean gain was signifi-
cant at the . 0005 leve1 of probability . It should be noted that the 
possible score on this test was 75; therefore, a gain of 6.75 is pro-
portionally greater in terms of increase in phonics skills than if the 
total possible score had been 100. 
Table 7. Application ofT test to scores of the California Phonics 
Survey, experimental group only 
Pre-test Post-test Mean Gain T Value 
* 44 . 4 51.1 6.75 - 5.99 
* For .0005 probability level, df 39, Tis -3.551 
Gray Oral Reading Test 
The second instrument administered to the experimental group for 
diagnostic and within-group comparison purposes was the Gray Oral 
Reading Test . The results of the test are reported in Table 8. The 
results were not treated statistically . Instead, the pre- and post-test 
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Table 8. Pre- test and post-test grade-level scores on the Gray 
Oral Reading Test, experimental group only 
Student Pre-test Post-test Gain 
1 7. 4 11 .8 4.4 
2 5. 8 7.9 2.1 
3 8.8 11.6 2.8 
4 6.7 9.2 2.5 
5 7.2 11.3 4.1 
6 6.0 10.5 4.5 
7 5. 6 10 . 5 4.9 
8 5.6 9.5 3.9 
9 7.0 10.9 3.9 
10 3.2 5.1 1.9 
11 6.1 10.7 4.6 
12 5.4 9.4 4.0 
13 7.5 9.6 2.1 
14 9.6 11.7 2.1 
15 10.4 11.2 .8 
16 9.1 11 .0 1.9 
17 6.6 8.9 2.3 
18 4.5 5.4 .9 
19 7.2 9.6 2.4 
20 7.4 9.1 1.7 
21 6.2 9. 9 3.7 
22 5.9 8.8 2.9 
23 5.2 11.0 5.8 
24 8.4 11.9 3.5 
25 8.1 10.9 2.8 
26 7.3 10.8 3.5 
27 6.8 9.5 2.7 
28 8.9 10 .6 1.7 
29 4.8 7.8 3.0 
30 5.6 7.8 2.2 
31 7.4 9.3 1.9 
32 6.8 11 . 1 4.3 
33 4.3 8.1 3.8 
34 5.5 10 . 3 4.8 
35 7.9 11.5 3.6 
36 7.0 10.1 3.1 
37 5.0 8.3 3.3 
38 7.1 11.4 4 . 3 
39 6.8 11.2 4.4 
40 8.4 11.7 3.3 
-------------------------··------------ ----------------------------
i~ea n Score 6.8 9.9 3.2 
Low Score 3. 2 5.1 .8 
High Score 10.4 11 . 9 5.8 
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grade level s of each student were compared and a ga in determined. To 
avoid unrealistically high grade leve ls, the grade level determined 
was treated in a similar manner to the effective reading rate components 
previously reported. For example, student 23 received a grade level 
of 6.8 on the pre-test with a comp reh ension score of 77 percent. This 
resulted in an effective reading rate of 5.2. The post -test grade 
level of 12 .0 with a comprehens ion score of 92 percent resulted in an 
effective reading rate of 11.0 and a grade level gain of 5.8. 
A mean grade level of 6.8 resulted from the pre-test with a low 
sco re of 3.2 and a high score of 10.4. The mean grade level of the 
post-test was 9.9 with 5. 1 for the low and 11.9 for the high score. 
The mean gain for the total experimental group was 3.2 grade levels 
during the 8 weeks of instruction with the l owest gain of .8 and the 
highest gain of 5.8 . The significance of these results lies in the 
fact that these freshmen students came into the reading program 
reading slightly under the seventh grade level but left the program 
8 weeks later reading close to the tenth grade reading level. Figure 
1 presents a graphic representation of the grade level gain made of 
the Gray Ora l Reading Test. 
Summary of Findings 
Chapter IV has been devoted to a presentation of the findings 
related to the experiment. Data concerning the ACT, SRA Diag nostic 
Reading Test, California Phonics Survey, and the Gray Oral Read ing 
Test were analyzed and presented in that order. 
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Grade Level Gain 
Entry Grade Level 
Fi gure l . Grade level increase on the Gray Ora l Reading Test, 
experimental group onl y. 
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There was no significant difference in the mean scores of the 
experimenta l and control group on ACT which functioned as the 
covariate in this experiment. 
The SRA Diagnostic Read ing Test yielded four different scores 
whcih were treated statistically with an analysis of covariance with 
the foll owing results : Total score in percentile indicated a signifi-
cance at t he .05 l evel in favor of t he contro l group in the pre-test 
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and significance at the .05 level in favor of the experimental group 
in the post-test. The adjusted mea n maintained the . 05 level of 
probability. There was no significance between pre-test means or 
post-test means of the two groups from the comprehension scores. 
The adjusted mean also revealed no significant difference . The Rate 
of Reading mean pre-test scores yielded a significant difference at 
the .05 level in favor of the control group; whereas, the experimental 
group mean scores on both the post-test and adjusted means were found 
to be significant at the .01 level of probability. The Effective 
Reading Rate means yielded similar results to the rate of reading 
section. The pre-test means were significant at the . 05 level in 
favor of the control group; whereas, the post-test and adjusted 
means were significant at the .01 level of probability in favor of 
the experimental group. 
The reader may have already noted the effect of using the 
covariate statistic in Tables 3, 5, and 6. In each case the covariate 
increased the unadjusted mean of the experimental group while reducing 
the unadjusted mean of the control group. This occurred due to the 
lower initial ACT scores of the experimenta l group. 
Two additional measures were administered to the experimental 
group, group A, for di agnostic and within -g roup comparison purposes. 
The California Phonics Survey pre-test - -post - test means were treated 
statistically with the t-test and resulted in significance at the 
. 0005 probability level. The Gray Oral Reading Test was not treated 
statistically; rather, the results were stated in grade levels . The 
mean of the pre-test was subtracted from the mean of the post-test 
and a mean gain was determined . In grade l evel terms the students 
grade level mean was 6.8 at pre-test time and 9.9 at the post-test 
time . This yielded a gain of 3.2. The special significance of this 
mean gain lies in the fact that it was made in a relatively short 
time, 8 weeks. 
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CHA PTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUS IONS, AND RECOMMENDA TI ONS 
Th e pu r pose of t his experi men t wa s to determine if there we re 
any si gnifican t differen ce i n read i ng ability between two groups of 
students , one group enroll ed i n a vocabu l ary improveme nt class and 
t he ot her enrolled in a reading improvement class. Both of these 
cl asses were within the Remedial English Program at Utah State 
University . 
Procedures 
Th e study was conducted at Utah State University during the 
Fall Quarter of the 1971-1972 school year. The subjects were 
selected on the basis of ACT scores . Further selection was on a 
voluntary basis . The independent variable for the experiment was 
the instruction given in vocabulary and reading. The statistic 
used was th e analysis of covariance due to the inequality of the 
groups based on selection procedures. 
Findings 
The st udents enrolled in the reading program improved in 
Total Pe rcentile Score , Rate of Reading, and Effective Reading Score 
signif icantly mo re than did t he students enrolled in the vocabulary 
program. The Comprehension Score means yielded no significant dif-
ference between the two groups. 
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Additi on al measures administered to the reading program partici-
pants onl y indicated t ha t a significant difference in phonics skills 
was ef fected between the pre- and post-test times within the reading 
gro up . Also, the grade level reading ability of the reading group 
was increa sed an average of 3. 2 years within the 8-week instructional 
period . 
Conc lusions 
The findings of the investigation supported the hypothesis that 
remedia l reading instruction during a 10-week period of time can 
effect a significant difference in the reading abi l ity of students 
in the Remedia l English Program at Utah State University. 
On the basis of this study, the specific hypotheses stated at 
the beginning of this paper have been answered as follo ws for the 
population described, using the materials and instructional t ech-
niques stated. 
l. Ne ither remedial reading instruction nor vocabulary instruc-
tion effected a sign ifi cant change in the level of reading compre-
hension of the students in this study. 
2. Remed ial reading instruction can effect a significant change 
in the rate of reading of the students as compared with vocabulary 
instruction as measured by the same instrument . 
3. Remedia l reading instruction can effect a significant change 
in the effective readi ng rate of the students as compared with 
vocabulary instruction when measured by the same instrument . 
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Recommendations 
The findings and conclusions of this study suggest recommendations 
for consideration . In add i tion, fu r ther research is suggested. 
1. Students par t ici pating in the Remedial Eng lish Program could 
profit from remedial readin g i nst ruct ion. 
2. The remedial reading instruction should be based on the 
individual's needs rather than based on the needs of a group of 
students. 
3. Th e student should r eceive daily feedback from the instruc-
tor which stresses the positive accomplishments of the student while 
encouraging weak areas of the student's reading ability. 
4. The student should be encouraged to keep records of his 
daily work, allowing him and the instructor to observe and evaluate 
the progress in its proper perspective. 
5. Additional studies should be made to determine the extent 
to which the increased reading rate and effective reading rate are 
retained over a period of time. 
6. Studies might also be undertaken which would conduct a 
follow-up on the students who did participate in the remedial 
reading program . This might include investigation into scholastic 
achievement as measured by the students' grade point averages after 
they leave the program. 
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